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Distribution centers, warehouses, and logistics facilities are facing numerous operational
challenges from employee retention to cost control. The latter being even more critical to
operations since rising labor, equipment, and fuel costs are the main price drivers in the
industry. Consumers are also becoming more conscientious about environmental
challenges, and want to know that the companies they buy from are environmentally
friendly.
Minimizing environmental impact and keeping workers safe - but still successfully achieving
the final cleaning goal - is a challenge. Diversified Maintenance’s state of the art
Autonomous Cleaning technologies can help mitigate these factors and increase your
competitive advantage by lowering cleaning costs. Our AI cleaning technology also
produces a cleaner facility than manual cleaning, maximizing efficiency and standardizing
processes to ensure the same high quality results - every time.
Diversified Maintenance’s AI technology can also improve environmental cleanliness and
positively impact the efficiency of the production process, reduction in workplace injuries
through slip and falls, energy efficiency, and employee morale.
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Diversified’s state of the art sweeper and scrubber robots can provide the highest quality of
industrial or commercial floor cleaning fully autonomously - no operator required! They
can be programmed to perform a full range of specialized tasks before returning to the
docking station to re-charge.
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Diversified’s AI-powered heavy duty autonomous floor scrubber is the first robotic floor
scrubber designed specifically for the needs of the industrial market. This robust selfdriving unit specializes in cleaning large open spaces – warehouses, distribution centers,
manufacturing facilities, and more.
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Diversified’s autonomous disinfecting robots utilize touchless sterilization innovation that
dispenses an EPA-registered all-natural, non-toxic disinfecting solution mist. This
electrostatically-charged disinfectant eliminates viruses and bacteria on surfaces and areas
missed by manual cleaning or UV light methods.
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